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A Fishy Solution

[ 43 ]

“What do you mean?” Dennis asked.

THINK

“I’m not so sure about that. You might want to talk to the guy in the fish
store again,” Anders said. “You could be causing a bigger problem than
you’re solving.”

“That’s why I came up with the idea to put a cover on the pond,” Dennis
said, showing Anders a large sheet of clear plastic. “It had to be something
that we could see through, but that would discourage anything from getting
at the fish. All I have to do is cut this to the shape of the pond and lay it on
top of the water. That way we’ll have no problems.”

Dennis told that to Anders, who had come over to see how things were
going. “That could be a problem,” Anders said. “I’ve seen raccoons around,
and sometimes you smell that a skunk has been here. And there are a lot of
crows.”

Or so they thought. The man in the fish store had a warning. “Raccoons,
skunks, and certain birds might treat your pond as a fast-food restaurant,”
he said.

Digging the hole for the pond was hard work, and then Dennis and his
father had to set up the liner, cover it with gravel, and fill it with water. Now
they were ready to get the fish and put them in.

“Man, a backyard fish pond is a lot more work than an aquarium!” Dennis
said to his friend Anders.



Freeze Fall

[ 55 ]

THINK

“How did you know there would be ice here when there isn’t ice
anywhere else?” Tom asked as Evan helped him up.

“I told you so,” Evan said, teasing him.

A few moments later they were on the bridge. Tom’s foot slipped on a
patch of ice and he fell.

“We haven’t seen any ice. These sidewalks are just wet,” Tom said.

“I think we should go the long way,” Evan said. “The bridge is probably
icy.”

Their shoes splashed through puddles as they headed toward the
railroad bridge. The bridge, several hundred yards long, had a narrow
sidewalk next to the train tracks, where the tracks crossed the river far
below. It could get scary crossing the bridge when a train was on it. But the
only way to avoid it was to take a different route that added ten minutes to
the walk.

They stopped in a candy store for a snack and to warm up before they
continued on their way home.

Tom and Evan glanced up at the flashing clock in front of the bank. It
said “32°F, 0°C.”

It was late winter, and the temperature had just fallen after several mild
days. To make the walk home from school even colder, it had rained earlier,
and a chilly mist still hung in the air.



A Fishy Solution

[ 44 ]

“Just like humans, the fish inhale oxygen and exhale carbon
dioxide,” Anders said. “A clear plastic cover would allow sunlight to
come through allowing plants and algae to continue making oxygen
needed for the fish to breathe. However, the plastic cover would not
allow carbon dioxide to escape. As the carbon dioxide builds up in the
pond, the fish would die from suffocation, even though there is plenty
of oxygen still in the water.”
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Freeze Fall

[ 56 ]

“The Earth absorbs heat from the Sun and radiates that heat back
out. Up until the bridge, there is ground under the sidewalks. The
ground provides some insulation and keeps the sidewalks above the
freezing point, even though the air temperature itself is at the freezing
point,” Evan said. “But underneath the bridge there is just cold air
without any insulation, so the water on the bridge freezes first.”
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Stars in Their Eyes

[ 59 ]

THINK

“That’s what you guys get for not looking close enough,” Nicholas said.
“How could you miss it?”

Bradley said, “I used a telescope I got as a little kid and looked at the
constellation Orion—you know, the one that is supposed to look like a
hunter wearing a belt. I picked one of the belt stars, Mintaka. I tried to
measure it against the other ones. It looked a little bigger, but I don’t really
know.”

“I did some research on the Internet and found that Vega is a really bright
star,” Paul said. “I managed to find it one night. But I couldn’t tell if it’s the
biggest star in the sky or not.”

“I used binoculars, but even then, no one star seemed bigger than any of
the others,” Xavier said. “So I just picked the North Star. I don’t know if it’s the
biggest, but at least it’s easy to find.”

The day they turned in their answers, a group of friends gathered outside
after school and talked about what they did.

His assignment to the class was this: “Over the next week, at a time of
your choosing, identify the star that looks the largest in the sky.”

Mr. Sakura was known for giving a lot of homework, and a lot of it was
very tough. He was also known for having a sense of humor.



“Who?” Belinda asked.

[ 93 ]

“I know who’s to blame,” said Madison.

THINK

After they made a lap of the neighborhood, they returned to Madison’s
house to drop off the candy before everyone would meet for the winner to
be announced. Their pumpkin was not smashed, but the candle was out, so
it didn’t look like anything special.

“Watch out for him,” Belinda said as they went to the next house. “He’ll
probably smash the other pumpkins just so he can win.”

“This is the winner right here,” Sam said, in a not-too-friendly voice.
Madison had to admit, he’d done a good job of carving a haunted house,
but she still knew her and Belinda’s pumpkin was better.

As they went from house to house, they looked over the other entries for
the contest. Carly had done a nice carving of a ghost, and Peter had used
an odd-shaped pumpkin to make a funny-looking frog. They came to Sam’s
house just as he was setting out his pumpkin.

She and Belinda had carved a pumpkin with the face of a witch and then
used colored paper to cover the openings so that the light from the candle
inside would make the face glow green. They lit the candle, put the top
back on the pumpkin and went out trick-or-treating.

Madison laughed. It was Halloween, and all of the neighbors around the
cul-de-sac were in a contest to see who carved the best pumpkin. The prize
was a gift certificate to the video store.

“Where’s Linus? We have the Great Pumpkin,” Belinda said.

Pumpkin Patch

Stars in Their Eyes

[ 60 ]

“You didn’t look closely enough at the instructions,” Nicholas said.
“Remember, the instruction sheet said you could pick a star you see
at any time you chose. It didn’t say you had to pick a star at night. The
star that looks the largest in the sky is right there,” he said, pointing to
the Sun. “The Sun is the only star in our solar system. It is the closest
star to Earth and that’s why it looks the biggest, but it turns out it is
about average in size among all stars.”

“But we looked at the stars as closely as we could, without going to
an observatory,” Bradley said.
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Pumpkin Patch

[ 94 ]

“When we covered up the holes with the paper and put the lid
on, we cut off the oxygen supply, leaving only carbon dioxide in the
pumpkin. Looks like Sam’s going to be the winner. Maybe he’ll invite
us to watch the movie he gets with the gift certificate.”

“It’s our own fault,” Madison said. “The candle went out on its own.
When a candle burns, it converts oxygen to carbon dioxide. When
the level of oxygen goes down and the level of carbon dioxide goes
up, the fire can no longer burn. In fact, they use carbon dioxide in fire
extinguishers because it can smother a flame.”
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[ 141 ]

“Then what happened?” April asked.

THINK
[ 155 ]

THINK

Tucker leaned over and whispered to Acquan, “I’m surprised Mr. Chisek
isn’t saying anything. But I guess he’s going to let them find out the hard
way. All of them except for one are in for a surprise.”

After April returned from the trip, she called Lea. “You’ll never believe
this, but my suitcase weighed too much and we had to pay extra!” April
said. “My parents are taking it out of my allowance! That is so not fair!
Somebody’s scale is wrong.”

“That wasn’t the problem,” Lea said.

Brandon raised his hand. “I love messing around with radios. I’m going to
research radiology,” he said.

“Anyone interested in electronics?” Mr. Chisek asked.

“Me,” Trisha said. “I’ll do mine on what it’s like to be a geographer.”

“Is there anyone interested in rocks and minerals?” the teacher asked.

“I’m interested in plants,” Jahari said. “I’m going to do my report on how to
be a botanist.”

Mr. Chisek said, “How about something a little more down to Earth?”

“I like space, too,” George said. “I just love looking at the stars. So I’ll
research being an astrologer.”

“I’ve always liked space,” J.L. said. “I think meteors are really neat. So I’m
going to look into being a meteorologist.”

“J.L., let’s start with you,” said their teacher, Mr. Chisek. “What career are
you going to study?”

It was the start of Career Week in science class. The students had to pick
an area of science they found interesting and then research what it would
be like to work in that job.

Occupational Hazards

It was time for Lea to go. As she left, April was moving everything into the
large suitcase.

“It’s light enough but it’s a really tight squeeze,” April said. “I think I’ll use
the bigger one.”

They packed everything into the small suitcase and weighed it on the
bathroom scale. It was just a hair under the limit.

“Just 50 pounds or 23kg. Above that they charge you more,” April said.

“What did you say the weight limit is for the airplane?” Lea asked.

April’s friend, Lea, was helping her pack. April’s parents had given her
the choice of two suitcases from the same set, one large and one small. In
addition to the books, she had laid out everything else she needed for the
week.

She was packing for a plane trip to visit her cousins. One of them was
a few years younger than her and was reading a book series that she had
read. April had loved those books and had a large collection of them. But
now she had outgrown them, and she was glad to give them to her cousin.

“Wow, these books weigh a ton,” April said as she put another stack on
her bed.

Weight Debate

[ 142 ]

“Why should I? I just put in the same stuff from the smaller one,”
April said.

[ 156 ]

Tucker said, “Trisha will soon find out that geology is the study of
things found in the ground and that geography is the study of the
Earth’s physical features. And radiology isn’t about radios, it’s about
using X-rays and radioactive substances to detect and treat disease.
Jahari is the only one who’s right; botany is about studying plants.
Being accurate is really important in science!”

Occupational Hazards

“The contents weighed the same, but the bigger suitcase is heavier
than the smaller one,” Lea said. “When you’re weighing something
that’s in a container, you have to make sure you know the weight of
the container.”
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“I know what you mean,” Acquan said. “Meteorology is not the study
of meteors, it’s the study of weather. And astrology isn’t the study of
the universe, astronomy is. Astrology isn’t a science, it’s a belief that
the stars and planets affect our personalities and our lives.”

Weight Debate

“Did you weigh the bigger suitcase after you filled it?” Lea asked.
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[ 172 ]

Lever [Noun] A rigid bar resting on a pivot that is used to move a heavy load
with one end while pressure is applied to the other

Insulation [Noun] A material or substance used to stop heat, electricity, or
sound from going in or out of something

Inertia [Noun] A property of matter by which it remains at rest or in uniform
motion unless acted upon by external force

Hypothesis [Noun] In science, it is an idea or explanation that you can test
through study and examination. It can also refer to a theory or a guess,
outside of science.

Freezing Point [Noun] The temperature at which a liquid becomes a solid;
for water it is 32°F or 0°C

Evaporated [Verb] When liquid has turned into vapor

Elevation [Noun] The height above or below the ground or sea level

Electromagnetic Field [Noun] A field of force that consists of electric and
magnetic components, resulting from the motion of an electric charge

Condensation [Noun] Water that collects as droplets on a cold surface when
humid air comes into contact with it

Conclusion [Noun] The final process of the scientific method where scientists
reveal whether the hypothesis was proven correct

Chrysalis [Noun] A hard case that protects a moth or butterfly while it is transitioning into an adult

Belt stars [Noun] This refers to Orion’s Belt which consists of the three bright
stars Alnitak, Alnilam, and Mintaka

Asteroid [Noun] A small rocky body orbiting the sun, ranging from 600 miles
across to dust particles

Arboretum [Noun] A botanical garden devoted to trees
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